A transformation-based environment helps users with no technical background create multidevice interfaces.

NATURAL DEVELOPMENT OF UBIQUITOUS INTERFACES

A GOAL OF NATURAL DEVELOPMENT IS TO EASE THE building of interactive software systems. Some work has been dedicated to obtaining natural programming [3], which aims to support programming through languages understandable by people without any specific programming skills. On one hand, natural development implies that people should be able to work through familiar and instantly understandable representations that allow them to easily express relevant concepts, and thereby create or modify applications. On the other hand, since a software artifact must be precisely specified in order to be implemented, there will still be the need for environments supporting transformations from intuitive and familiar representations into precise—but more difficult to develop—descriptions.

The main motivation for model-based approaches to user interface (UI) design has been to support development through the use of meaningful abstractions to avoid dealing with low-level details. Despite such potential benefits, their adoption has mainly been limited to professional designers, but new solutions are recently emerging that are able to extend such approaches in order to achieve natural development by enabling end users to develop or modify interactive applications still using conceptual models, but with continuous support that facilitates their development, analysis, and use.

TERESA [2] is an authoring...
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An example of multidevice interfaces obtained through TERESA.

and analyze the specification; therefore, effective representations are needed (for example, combining focus and context views of the model and applying semantic zooming techniques).

Supporting different entry points/abstraction levels. The starting point of the development activity can often vary. Sometimes people start from scratch to develop completely new artifacts; in other cases people must understand the underlying conceptual design of an existing system, in order to adapt it to new contexts of use. Thus, a general development environment should be able to support a mix of forward (from conceptual to concrete) and reverse (from concrete to conceptual) engineering cycles. The round-trip engineering process supported by TERESA allows for maintaining links among elements at different abstraction levels and helps users understand such links (the figure offers a small example).

The authoring environment allows a nonprogrammer to specify the logical activities to support, and indicate the potential contexts of use. Moreover, the environment supports the transformation of such logical descriptions into more concrete ones, providing suggestions on how the resulting interface should be organized to implement usability criteria specific to the devices and modalities considered, although end-user developers can still modify such suggestions in order to meet specific needs. TERESA (available at giove.isti.cnr.it/teresa.html) offers a mixed initiative interaction paradigm together with adaptive features and multiple representations at different levels of abstraction to ease the development of software at all levels.
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